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ABSTRACT

Probability distributions on orientation spaces appear frequently in anisotropic stereology (Philofsky and
Hilliard, 1967, Kanatani, 1984). In the present paper special cases of integral transformations where two
such distributions appear are studied. One corresponds to the rose of directions of a stationary random
process of geometrical objects in R3; the other corresponds to the orientations of probes. In comparison
with earlier results (Benes, 1995; Benes et al., I995) spherical harmonics are tried to be used for the
evaluation. As an application a new formula for the variance of intensity estimator of a Boolean surface
process is obtained, based on projections.
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INTRODUCTION

In the stereology of anisotropic structures we deal with orientation distributions. These are mathematicaly
described by probability measures on the space of orientations Let the rose of direction ‘R be the orien-
tation distribution of a fibre or surface structure. When getting an information about the structure we
use as probes sections or projections in different orientations. Let Q denotes the orientation distribution
of probes and TQ (rn) its cosine transform. The equation

1.<Q.R> = fM ¢.3<m>R<dm> <1)
and its application will be studied in our paper. In fact the case of exponent n = 1 was thoroughly
investigated (Philofsky and Hillard 1967; Kanatani 1984) to get and invert the first order equations between
rose of directions and rose of intersections. VI/e investigate the case n I 2 which appears in second—orcler
problems, e.g. when evaluating the variances ofintensity estimators. A general theory based on projection
measures was developed (Benes 1995; Benes et al. 1995) to study anisotropic structures. The new results
in this paper are derived in the three-dimensional space using spherical harmonics for evaluation of (1) in
the case n = 2. Moreover the estimation variance of an intensity estimator based on a projection for a
Boolean model of compact surfaces is explicitly derived.

VARIANCE OF THE PROJECTION MEASURE

Let (lR,B,u)‘I be a d—dimensional Euclidean space with Borel malgebra and Lebesgue measure 1/. Let
(M,/\4)d be a measurable space of axial orientations represented by vectors on a unit hemisphere in
Rd and Q be a given probability measure on Md. The cosine transformation is defined by 7-‘Q (I) I
: _[M,, ] cos <I(I, m) | Q(dm), I E Md. Let <I> be a stationary random fibre or surface process in (IR, B,|/)d
(Stoyan et al., 1987) with intensity constant A. VVe denote (p a realization of Q. For a point m E go we












